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Abstract
It would be of both patients’ as well as clinicians’ interest, if diagnosis of Parkinson’s
disease (PD) as well as following check-up methods were perfectly sensitive, accurate,
reproducible and feasible of objectively classifying motor symptoms of PD. This is an arduous
task due to the possible subjectivity of clinical evaluations. In the past decade, attention turns
into a multitude of technology based measures (TBMs) to address this need, among which the
method of this research is positioned. Author hopes to contribute with a motor assessment
method that addresses not only the issue of subjectivity of measurement, but also does not
require extensive installments and is easy to use. For this study, data from a clinical trial
conducted at Uppsala University Hospital, Sweden in 2015 are used. 7 PD patients and 7 healthy
controls each performed 7-13 times each the same motoric gait test, which has been was video
recorded. These recordings were showed to clinicians, who rated subjects’ gait and possible
dyskinesia on the unified Parkinson's disease rating scale (0-4 rating). Thus the aim of this
research was to imitate and automate the tasks of clinicians when diagnosing PD and its
symptoms through motoric ratings, using various gait features. These gait features were
obtained through quantification of signals from different body parts while patient performs
walking motoric test, using image processing. Diagnosis of PD and its symptoms was twofold,
as to firstly identify whether the subject has PD and to secondly predict the severity of PD
patients symptoms. When classifying subjects into healthy controls and PD patients,
classification trees and support vector machines have been deployed, while these achieved 7685% accuracy depending on features selected. Following focus was to diagnose severity of PD
among patients, while using UPDRS ratings by clinicians as a target variable for supervised
learning. Herein, linear regression has been deployed, while average absolute prediction error
was 0.25 and correlation of UPDRS ratings with predicted values was 0.84.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Parkinson Disease and Its Treatment
As early as in 1817, James Parkinson published his monograph “An essay on the shaking
palsy”. James Parkinson performed his penetrating observations on six individuals on the streets
of London (Samii, Nutt & Ransom, 2004). These observations led him to an early classification
of neurological illness of resting tremor and progressive motor disability, which is now known
as Parkinson’s disease (PD). Nowadays, PD is estimated to affect 0.3% of the general
population and about 1% of population older than 60 years (Hughes et al, 2002). The disease
affects individuals regardless of their ethnic origins, while men are slightly more prone to it
(Samii, Nutt & Ransom, 2004). According to Hughes et al (2002), the mean affection age is in
the late 50s, while Inzelberg, Schechtman & Paleacu (2002) claims it to be in mid 60s.
Even though PD is classified as a sporadic illness, identification of environmental causes
or triggers have been limited (Tanner, 2003). As little as 10% of PD cases occur at age of 45
years, hence researchers have identified ageing as a major risk factor, similarly to other
neurodegenerative diseases (Lees, Hardy & Revesz, 2009). Research has previously focused on
early identification of people who are likely to develop this disease through genetic studies,
environmental examination or motoric examinations. Genetic studies have among others
identified several mutations in seven genes that are connected to L-dopa-responsive
parkinsonism (Lees, Hardy & Revesz, 2009). As for environmental and habitual examinations,
there has been studies showing correlations among factors such as smoking, caffeine usage and
development of PD symptoms (Tanner, 2003). As an example for motoric examinations, as
(Mirelman et al, 2016) describes, reduced unilateral arm swing is a well-described feature that
can be observed among adults who have an increased risk of developing a PD. However the
connectedness among these three streams is missing, as for example the relationships among
arm swing or gait changes, and specific genetic mutations have not been discovered to date
(National parkinson foundation, 2017).
PD is a neurodegenerative brain disorder that in most identified cases progresses slowly,
while it takes years to develop and afterwards a patient lives for years with it (National
parkinson foundation, 2017). Normally, particular brain neurons concentrated in substantia nigra
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produce dopamine, which is a chemical that that transmits signals between brain cells. Among
other connected functions, it helps humans to have coordinated and smooth muscle movements
(National parkinson foundation, 2017). As PD develops, neurons responsible for a production of
dopamine decay (neurodegeneration) and if approximately 60-80% of these neurons are
damaged, while not producing enough dopamine, the motor symptoms of PD appear (Samii,
Nutt & Ransom, 2004). PD is not fatal, but the complications on the quality of life of the patient
that are either direct, or indirect are rather serious. With the current state of medicine and
research, PD is not curable, but only treatable, meaning that the task of a doctor is to ease
patient’s situation and increase the quality of life through various treatments (National parkinson
foundation, 2017). One of the most common treatments is dosage of levodopa, which acts as a
precursor to dopamine (Noack et al, 2014). Once levodopa is successfully applied, producing
endogenous dopamine, motor symptoms are eased or ultimately diminished for the effective
time of treatment. Before levodopa has been introduced as a treatment for Parkinsonism by
Cotzias in 1967 (Lee, Guan & Lee, 2008), mortality in idiopathic PD was approximately 3 times
higher than that of general population (Noack et al, 2014). After the introduction of this
treatment, PD patients realized remarkable symptomatic benefits and mortality rate normalized,
hence this treatment became widely popular (Noack et al, 2014). Levodopa is however not an
ultimate treatment, as wearing-off can occur after several years of using levodopa (National
parkinson foundation, 2017). While applied the same dosage of levodopa as before, the PD
symptoms will return or worsen before the next dose of levodopa is due. Thereafter, patients
need to be monitored over years and their levodopa dosages need to be adjusted to wearing-off
possibility (National parkinson foundation, 2017).
PD impacts patients in very different ways, while patients might not only experience the
same symptoms, but also on differing levels of intensity. As Jankovic (2008) describes, four
major features of PD are rest tremor, rigidity, bradykinesia and postural instability. As (Bloem et
al, 2016) describes, disorders of posture, gait and balance and debilitating and common among
PD patients, especially with atypical parkinsonism. A resting tremor with a low frequency is the
first symptom in 70% of PD patients (Samii, Nutt & Ransom, 2004). Bradykinesia might be the
most limiting and debilitating of the PD symptoms as it initially causes problems with fine
motor tasks such as handwriting or buttoning up. Furthermore, postural instability causes
weakened balance of patients, hence increasing their risk of falling. Even though previously
mentioned motor symptoms are the ones typically associated with PD, various non-motor
2

features can be observed as well, including psychiatric and cognitive changes, autonomic
dysfunctions or sleep disturbances (Samii, Nutt & Ransom, 2004).

1.2 Measurement of Parkinson Symptoms
Once PD has been diagnosed, it is inevitable to regularly check on the severity of the
patient’s symptoms. As Hughes et al (2002) denotes, in some cases, treatments in the early
stages are not necessary, yet it is important to observe the spread of PD. Recognition of gait and
balance is important to identify as patients are at risk of falling. Furthermore, treatments such as
application of levodopa require individual treatment and dosage, again based on severity of
symptoms (National parkinson foundation, 2017). Various scales and tests have been developed
over the decades to assess gait and motoric disorders as brought by PD. These scales and tests to
assess) and/or monitor PD vary greatly, with some measuring solely walking speed (10m walk
test), some evaluating gait and postural instability (UPDRS) and some focusing on balance
(Tinetti). Academics and practitioners are though, yet to arrive to a consensus about which of
these tools are preferred or which outcomes are suitable for monitoring (Bloem et al, 2016).
However, strictly quantifying these outcomes becomes beneficial, especially if one intends to
monitor certain patients over time (Bloem et al, 2016).
Clinicians as well as researchers stumble upon significant issues when it comes to
quantification of PD symptoms. It would be of both patients’ as well as clinicians’ interest, if
these quantification methods were perfectly sensitive, accurate, reproducible and feasible of
objectively classifying both motor as well as non-motor symptoms of PD (Espay et al, 2016). If
these measurements and tests are performed by clinicians though, these will always remain a
matter of subjectivity, hence the previously listed desires will be flawed. In the past decade,
attention turns into a multitude of technology based measures (TBMs), as these give a promise
to substantially change a way how clinicians objectively measure, monitor and evaluate PD
symptoms (Espay et al, 2016). TBMs herein are of wide range - handheld devices, sensors,
advanced analytics up to Internet of Things (Pasluosta et al, 2015). Example of a TBM would
include usage of accelerometer that accurately monitors a soft motoric skills of patient, in
combination with machine learning algorithms that are able to process and analyse the data from
this sensor. As TBMs inevitably involve artificial computing and algorithmization, successful
development of these techniques would help clinicians, as well as researchers overcome issue
with current subjectivity of PD measures (Espay et al, 2016). One popular approach is to use
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optical motion capture systems, such as video or infrared cameras, to capture gait characteristics
(Chen et al, 2016). In order to use infrared cameras with highest accuracy, body markers have to
be used, as can be seen in Figure 1(b). These can deliver high-precision data, with a sampling
rate of 100-200 Hz [1], which contrasts with traditional measurements such as observer based
timing and visual analysis of gait as in Figure 1(a). Similarly, using again body markers,
goniometry of gait angles can be used with same desires. Unfortunately, both of these
techniques require laboratory settings and use of markers becomes cumbersome for patients
(Chen et al, 2016).

Figure 1: Gait analysis in common clinical settings: (a) observer-based timing and visual
assessment of gait; (b) use of optical trackers for detailed motion capture and gait analysis.
Adapted from (Chen et al, 2016, p. 1).
The developers of TBMs need to constantly ask themselves a basic questions regarding
the usefulness of their advancement. As (Espay et al, 2016) denotes, even if TBM is
successfully developed and overcomes the issue of subjectivity, there is no guarantee that it
might be useful for patient or practitioner. If the TBM requires an extensive laboratory setting, it
will not ease a life of a patient, as this patient would still need to come to clinician for testing
(Pasluosta et al, 2015). On the other hand, if TBM allows for self-checkup of patient, but it
requires patient to put on wrist sensor, the patient might stumble upon motoric or non-motoric
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issue with putting these sensors on daily. Finally, a question of costs of measurement needs to
be addressed by potentially successful TBM - it needs to be low enough, so that it is affordable.

1.3 Research Aim
This paper intends to join the stream of technology based measures (TBM), namely
optical motion capture systems, of Parkinson disease (PD) diagnosis. Author hopes to contribute
with a method that addresses not only the issue of subjectivity of measurement, but also does not
require extensive installments and is easy to use.
Hence the aim of this research is to imitate and automate the tasks of clinicians when
diagnosing PD and its symptoms through motoric ratings, using various gait features. These gait
features are obtained through quantification of signals from different body parts while patient
performs walking motoric test, using image processing. Diagnosis of PD and its symptoms will
be twofold, as to firstly identify whether the subject has PD and to secondly predict the severity
of PD patients symptoms.

5

2. Literature Review
2.1 Parkinson Gait (Signals)
As this paper intends to process signals from PD patients walking, it is necessary to draw
characteristics of so-called Parkinson gait that have already been classified. Throughout this
analysis, contextual knowledge is used to clarify what feature generation efforts are striving for.
At first, it is necessary to clarify that some of the symptoms of PD may overlap with symptoms
of ageing (Samii, Nutt & Ransom, 2004). As Samii, Nutt & Ransom (2004) further argued, it is
hard to define normal ageing. As people elder, posture changes, slowness of movement and
instability of posture are very common symptoms. These changes are associated with the loss of
neurons in substantia nigra, however in a pattern that is very different from PD (Tanner, 2003).
What may distinguish ageing symptoms from PD is the rate at which these symptoms spread as
well as the fact that motor signs become asymmetric (Samii, Nutt & Ransom, 2004). Clinicians
can attempt to dose levodopa, as a common PD treatment, to be able to distinguish PD from
ageing symptoms (Samii, Nutt & Ransom, 2004).
Chen et al (2016) focused on distinguishing four major categories of gait pathologies:
rehabilitation-related gait patterns, neurological gait disorders, psychiatric gait abnormalities and
gait degradation due to ageing. Chen et al (2016) reviewed currently available literature and
summarises Parkinson gait symptoms, belonging under neurological brain disorders, as follows:
“Posture instability, small shuffling steps, difficulty in initiation, festination (involuntary
inclination to quicken and shorten normal strides), propulsion, retropulsion, en bloc when
turning, arm swing absent, rigidity and bradykinesia”
According to Chen et al (2016), kinematic information is a well-established set of
measures that can be used for gait analysis from biomechanical perspective. If inertial sensors
are used, most of the above described PD symptoms can be accurately measured and evaluated
(Chen et al, 2016). As mentioned previously, this study does not use any body-mounting or
inertial sensors, hence not all of the methods as described by Chen et al (2016) are applicable
herein. Though, Chen et al (2016) further argued that extraction of kinematic information from
inertial sensors is best to be done under time-series nature with a signal at high sampling rate,
which is an approach that can be used for feature generation in this analysis as well.
6

Pasluosta et al (2015) proposed, in regard to time-series approach, to focus on the fact
that human gait displays several repetitive events, which are essentially gait signals with
pseudo-repetitive nature. Chen et al (2016) further described various methods of detecting
critical gait events which are repetitive. Unfortunately, these have little to no application for
sake of this research, due to differing datasets. For instance, Chen et al (2016) proposed
examination of stride (Toe-Off), which is measured through specialised walking path which
accurately measures patients’ contact with floor while walking. Regardless, examination of
repetitive events will be taken account within feature generation.
Mirelman et al (2016) focused on rather different signals that can be examined, which
are related to aspects of gait stability and regularity. According to Mirelman et al (2016) various
body angles can be used as PD gait measures, due to the fact that healthy gait is when body
attempts to balance itself alongside of vertical axis that intersects centre of gravity. Patients with
PD are oftentimes unable to achieve this balance, which can be measured through knees, legs
spread and/or upper body lean angles. Furthermore, PD patients are more likely to display
irregular arm swing or leg positioning due to gait freezes or bradykinesia (Mirelman et al, 2016).
Bloem et al (2016) examined a wide range of PD symptoms measurement scales and
discusses their strengths and weaknesses. One of the strongest, and most useful tests, from
Bloem et al (2016) perspective is simple 10-m walking test, where speed of walking is
measured. As Bloem et al (2016) argues, this test not only addresses the signal of speed of
walking, but as well freezing of movement, so that if patients gait freezes, the test essentially
grasps this issue.

2.2 Data Mining
As described in the introduction, the raw data that represent movement of a patient are
not of much use, if one intends to draw conclusions about this patient. Kubota, Chen & Little
(2016) highlighted advantages of deployment of data mining methods for a feature generation.
These, in contrast with raw data can be inputted into statistical modelling and it will be possible
to draw conclusions from them (Kubota, Chen & Little, 2016).
As it is reasonable to expect certain level of noisiness within this research’s dataset, due
to deployment of visual recognition algorithm, data pre-processing and cleaning might take
place. Anomaly detection regards researchers attempt to identify items in the dataset that do not
7

match expected pattern or behaviour (Bishop, 2006). Such anomalies can arise due to various
reasons such as errors of measurement, being extreme values or these can be naturally occurring
as special cases within given dataset (Bishop, 2006). If anomalies or their subcategory of
outliers are detected within a dataset, appropriate actionable technique is required. These can be
treated as special cases, while excluded from the dataset and being examined separately.
Alternatively, anomalies which are presumed to be measurement errors are usually overlooked,
or their values adjusted to fit the dataset. If the dataset that researcher works with includes
sensory data, which are of time series character, Kubota, Chen & Little (2016) discussed
deployment of clustering and/or classification analysis. The data often times need to be labeled
by various characteristics, such as the state of the sensor (on/off, up/down, moving/steady, etc),
while this process is known as classification. As an example of

classification methods,

clustering analysis allows to identify data points that are similar to each other, so that it is
possible to understand differences and/or similarities within given dataset (Kubota, Chen &
Little, 2016).

2.3 Modelling Parkinson Symptoms
Once the data has been pre-processed, either by anomaly detection analysis and/or
classification method of some sort, it is possible to move toward complex data analysis methods.
Supervised machine learning is an attempt to train an algorithm that will imitate some inputoutput relationship occurring. In order for a researcher to adopt this method, part of the data
needs to be labeled with an output value. These labeled data will be used to find a desired
relationship, while the already trained algorithm will be used to label the rest of so far unlabeled
data. Supervised learning can be further divided, based on the kind of output variable, into
regression and classification. If the target variable can take a continuous range of values, this
process is known as regression; and if there is a discrete set of output variable values, such
machine learning is defined as classification. Kubota, Chen & Little (2016) denoted that
machine learning is a well suited practice for sensor data analysis, as these tend to have high
dimensionality, while by deployment of this technique, essentially any complex and nonlinear
relationship can be discovered. Techniques that might come in handy for researchers, as
according to Espay et al (2016), involve separation boundary algorithms that are used for
classification. These are for example support vector machines, where by using a correct kernel
function, it is possible to separate even highly complex sensor data, as used in research by
8

(Kubota, Chen & Little, 2016). Finally, as Bishop (2006) described, artificial neural network
may come in very handy during classification process, as he used it in classification of high
volume of partially labelled data from accelerometers.
As it can be seen, supervised learning can bring a significant results if one intends to
process signals from PD patients gait. The traditional pitfall however, is that these methods
require labeled data, which is not always possible to obtain. Herein, unsupervised learning
methods can come to play, as these attempt to find parameters of a specific structure in the input
data (Bishop, 2006). Kubota, Chen & Little (2016) specifically highlighted unsupervised
clustering, if one intends to process sensory biomedical data. A typical example would be Kmeans clustering, whereas this algorithm attempts groups unlabeled data so that the distance
between the centre of cluster and each point within it is minimized. According to Kubota, Chen
& Little (2016), K-means is well-established in PD studies that are focused on identifying
subtypes of PD. What has to be noted is that strict clustering, assigning each data point only to
one cluster, is often times unrealistic. Thereafter one can deploy a mixture modelling whereas
each data point is assigned a probability of belonging to each cluster.

9

3. Methodology
3.1 Dataset and Ethical Approval
A clinical trial was conducted at Uppsala University Hospital, Sweden in 2015. Herein
19 participants with PD, encountering dyskinesia and/or wearing-off, were recruited in a single
center open label clinical trial. Study has been approved by regional ethics review board in
Uppsala, while participants provided written consent to the trial, in accordance with the Helsinki
declaration. Participants with PD were matched with 22 healthy controls, adding to 41 as the
total number of recruited individuals. As will be described later, only subset from this
population has been used – specifically 7 PD patients and 7 healthy controls. Population
characteristics of both participants and healthy controls can be seen in Table 1.
Subjects underwent at least 8-hour washout of their regular Parkinson medication. The
trial then consisted of single levodopa dose administration, followed by motor assessment.
Subjects were given 150% dose of their regular levodopa treatment, in order to increase the
probability of subjects displaying all three treatment states (off, on, dyskinesia) during the
measurements. The motor assessment consisted of a 2.5-meter straight walk, repeated three
times by taking two U-turns. The task was performed before the dose (T=-20 min) at the time of
the dose (T=0) and then at specific time points after the dose was taken (20, 40, 60, 80, 110,
140, 170, 200, 230, 260, 290, 320 and 350 min). The task was repeated 15 times, or until the
subjects felt that the drug effect had worn off and they could not remain unmedicated any
longer. The healthy controls were asked to perform the same tasks, 8 times each, at time point 0
(first test) and then at 20, 40, 60, 80, 110, 140, and 170 minutes after the first test, without
receiving any PD related medication. An observation thereafter represents a video recording of a
patient performing described motor assessment one time. The total number of observations was
229 for the 19 PD participants and 165 for the 22 healthy controls. Out of these, altogether 131
observations were processed by visual recognition, as will be described later, involving 7 PD
patients and 7 healthy controls within this study. Thus, this study works with a dataset of 14
subjects in total.
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Table 1: Population characteristics of the PD participants who participated in the single dose
experiments at Uppsala University, Sweden. Source: Senek et al (2017, p.2)

Patients

Sex

Mean Age
(Years)

Mean
Height (m)

Mean
Weight
(kg)

Years with
the disease

Years on
levodopa

14 males

71.4

1.75

75.4

10

10

64.2

1.75

83.6

-

-

5 females
Healthy
Controls

16 males
6 females

The patients were also video recorded and the videos were presented in a randomized
order to three movement disorder experts. The motor function of the patients was rated on the
treatment response scale (TRS), ranging from -3 (very OFF) to +3 (very dyskinetic). Dyskinesia
score, ranging from 0 (no dyskinesia) to 4 (severe dyskinesia), and bradykinesia gait score that
ranges from 0 (no bradykinesia) to 4 (extreme bradykinesia), both using UPDRS scale (derived
from Postural Instability and Gait Difficulty score). For this paper, only item number 29 has
been used from UPDRS evaluations – further referred to only as UPDRS score. UPDRS scale
has been recommended by Bloem et al. (2016) as having high internal consistency for PD
evaluation. The scores of the raters were averaged and the mean values were used in the
analyses.

3.2 Data
Once the videos were recorded, the footage resolution has been reduced to 800x600
pixels, while this camera was static with fixed distance to a walking person in front of the
camera. Camera had a frame rate of 25 frames per second. Visual recognition, as a process of
quantification of these frames has been done as part of connected research at Dalarna University
using Matlab. Using a computer vision algorithm (not part of this work) developed to separate
the subject from the background, four body points were recognised, while this has been
11

achieved through extraction of x- and y-coordinates of points of interest for every frame. (1)
Head, (2) centre of gravity, (3) left leg and (4) right leg, are each represented by a pair of
coordinates in every frame of observation, as seen in Figure 2. Frames joint together then
represent time series, which are data that this research onsets with. This research uses solely R
programming language for all pre-processing, feature generation and modelling work.

Figure 2: Illustration of a single frame for observation, with four points of interest expressed as
x- and y-coordinates - (1) head, (2) centre of gravity and (3-4) legs. Note: person on the picture
is not a patient, but author of this paper.

3.3 Pre-processing Of The Data
As described in the introduction, common techniques that adopt optical capture systems
to monitor a Parkinson gait, are using body markers on various parts of the body. The advantage
of this, clearly is an increased precision of measurement. However, these systems are mostly
available only in laboratory settings, halting their spread of use. This research adopts an
approach without the body markers that overcomes this limitation. On the other hand, the
quantified data will be more noisy, hence cleaning and preprocessing of the data is significant
part of this research.
Firstly, it is necessary to address classification errors that occur when second person
enters the frame, which is a classification error attributed to study design limitations. This
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happened in several occasions, causing an issue to visual recognition algorithm that in some
frames recognised person that by mistake entered the frame, instead of the actual subject.
Secondly, extreme values occur also because of the errors of visual recognition algorithm. As an
example, in some of the frames, centre of gravity (COG) decreases to unnatural height, and/or
head moves unnaturally forward, as displayed on Figure 3.

Figure 3: Exemplification of visual recognition misclassification (Frame 2 on the right)
occuring due to imperfection of visual recognition algorithm. Axis represent a visualisation of
coordinates recognition. Both head and centre of gravity (COG) move to unnatural positions.
Hence as the initial stage of this research, it is necessary to address these
misclassifications, while it is possible to do so, in a twofold way. Firstly, as the data regard
human movement, it is possible to set exact movement speed boundaries which human should
not be able to exceed, while if this happens within the observation, it will be classified as a
misclassification. It can be presumed that subjects cannot pass more than 10 metres per second
(Herda, Urtasun & Fua, 2005), or 40 centimeters per frame as videos were recorded at 25 frames
per second. As distances in centimeters or other measurement units within videos are not
known, pixels are to be used. Due to the fact that the average height of subjects is 1.75 metres,
previously mentioned speed boundary can be translated to the proportion of height. Thus if any
of the four tracked bodypoints (head, centre of gravity, left leg, right leg) surpasses one-fourth
of given subjects height in pixels, this will be considered a misclassification error. If a
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misclassification error is observed using this approach, these frames will be deleted and hence
movement smoothed. Using this approach, on average 2 frames per observation were deleted,
which proportionally regards on average approximately 0.8% of frames.
Secondly, it is inevitable to address misclassification with a local-focused approach. As
it can be seen from the Figure 4, even after previously described deletion of frames, data still
include misclassification errors. These errors are however not observable from global
perspective. If one used traditional outlier detection methods such as sigma approach (Bishop,
2006), these misclassifications would not be identified, as these do not lie far enough from
global mean of the whole dataset. It is hence necessary to adopt an anomaly detection approach
such as through Local Outlier Factor (LOF) technique.

Figure 4: Single observation, horizontal change in centre of gravity movement throughout the
observation frames. Misclassified errors that are intended to be identified by LOF are manually
highlighted with ellipses. Horizontal axis represents video frames of given observation, while
vertical axis represent x-change (horizontal) in change of gravity between each couple of
consecutive of frames.
As thoroughly described by Paulauskas & Bagdonas (2015), LOF is a technique focused
on the idea of local density of data points. Locality value is determined by k-nearest neighbours,
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whose distance is used to estimate density. Each point is hence assigned a value (its local
density) which is constructed through distances that it takes to reach given point, from k-closest
neighbours. Followingly, local densities of points are compared, while one can identify points
that have substantially lower density than their neighbours - these will be considered outliers, or
as in this case misclassified frames. Desired value is further noted as reachability distance and
for point B, while k=1 is calculated as:

Hence the Local Reachability Distance (LRD) of a single point is defined as,

while it can be compared to LRD of other points by

.
As LOF is a local anomaly detection technique, it is not possible to set strict
measurement to validate various k-values and determine optimal performance. Paulauskas &
Bagdonas (2015) recommended values of k within range 3-6, so that local noise within dataset
can be addressed. As dataset of this research displays misclassifications that are in low counts
(1-3 misclassified points at once), lowest value from range recommended by Paulauskas &
Bagdonas (2015) will be used (k=3). Having such low k-value however poses an issue of when
3 or more misclassifications appear close to each other. In this case, only the boundary 2
misclassifications will be correctly identified. For this purpose, LOF technique will be applied
iteratively onto the dataset, addressing only partial number of misclassifications at a time.
Unlike in the first part of misclassification identification process, herein identified frame is not
deleted, but rather imputed as an average of two neighbouring values. In combination with
iterative approach of LOF application, dataset gets gradually smoothed upon the completion of
LOF algorithm.
Another issue that requires addressing, is that each observation will possess differing
number of misclassifications. Once the LOF algorithm runs, it simply assigns each point a new
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value - reachability distance, but is unable to determine number of identified outliers. For this
matter a modified Thompson Tau test, as described by Widaman & Thompson (2003), has been
used. As mentioned previously, traditional global approach might not identify outliers on the
original dataset, however on reachability distances of given dataset, it does so. Hence after every
iteration of LOF algorithm, modified Thompson Tau test determines whether there are outliers
remaining, and if so, the next loop of LOF follows until stopping condition is met. Thus to
deploy modified Thompson Tau test, mean and absolute deviation for dataset is determined.
Followingly, a rejection region will be determined as

where t represents critical value from Student distribution, n sample size and s sample standard
deviation.
By applying the combination of (1) LOF, (2) iterative approach and (3) modified
Thompson Tau test on average 24 misclassification were identified per observation, which
proportionally regards on average approximately 8% of frames.

3.4 Identification of Walking
Once the data has been cleaned of misclassifications, data pre-processing continues with
additional classification of frames. Every frame, in every observation, will be assigned three
new variables, as addition to so far eight variables that represent x- and y- coordinates of 4 body
points. Firstly, frames where patient walks, stands and turns are identified. This will increase
accuracy of later analysis as features can be generated. For instance, only from frames where a
person is walking. Secondly, frames where a subject is at maximum length of step will be
identified, while there are several steps for each subject. This will allow later on to work with
features such as repetition of steps. Thirdly, it is necessary to know in which direction patient is
walking at any frame - either left or right, as this will be later on used to identify front and back
foot.
Standing, walking and turning identification is addressed by using horizontal movement
of centre of gravity. This is the most stable out of the four body points, and has the smoothest
horizontal movement. Figure 5 displays the horizontal change in centre of gravity for each
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frame, or in other words the speed of horizontal movement of this point between any two
frames. It can be observed how in the early frames (1-20) centre of gravity moves just very
slowly, while the person stands up from the chair and moves slightly, highlighted with dark
dots. It is possible to as well observe two dark dot areas (frames 90-120 and 230-280) where
horizontal change in centre of gravity is low, as the person makes a turn. The attempt of
upcoming effort will hence be, to identify three sequences of frames - first sequence denotes
standing, sequence two and three denotes turning.

Figure 5: Single observation, horizontal change in centre of gravity movement throughout the
observation frames. Dark dots denote frames where subject was either standing or turning,
while crosses represent frames where subject was in movement.
To classify frames for all of the observations (as in Figure 5), two steps were necessary.
Firstly, a rule-based system was designed that searched for series of low x-changes in COG
values in around ⅓ and ⅔ of observation’s frames, as here it is expected that a patient makes a
U-turn. Once the system identified a turning point, this point has been expanded around to a
range of low x-change in COG values, which represent the whole U-turn of subject. This expert
system was successfully able to classify 25 observations out of total 131. Secondly, these
classified cases were followingly used as training data for neural network that tried to classify
rest of the cases. After training and deployment of multi-layered feed-forward neural network,
additional smoothing of results was necessary as network did not necessarily classified sequence
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of numbers, but distinct frames that needed to be grouped into sequences. Neural network
combined with smoothing of its results, successfully classified 77 observations. Remaining 28
observations were classified manually either due to remaining noisiness in the data and/or rather
unusual gait of subject within given observation.
Once standing, walking and turning frames were classified, these can be used to assign
movement direction to every frame as it is known how the motoric test proceeded. Patient
walked at first to the left, then to the right, and finally to the left again. Hence to all the frames
that are prior to the first turn, left direction is assigned. To all the steps that are between first and
second turn, right direction is assigned. Finally, to all the frames that are after second turn, left
direction is assigned again.

3.5 Identification of Steps
As already mentioned, it is necessary to identify frames at every observation, where
person is at the maximum step length, hence at point when subject’s spread of legs is at
maximum. The most reasonable measure for this would be to use a leg spread and observe
where this is on a maximum. Unfortunately, the data points of legs are noisy as can be seen from
Figure 6, due to visual recognition misclassifications. In this figure, one should see a wavelet
pattern, as is visualised by the line - which would represent legs spreading and getting back
together as the person makes steps. However the points display no such pattern and curve fitting
was not successful. To clarify further, the wave is just artificially made for visualisation
purposes and does not represent displayed data points. Due to such noisiness in the data, it is not
possible to perfectly identify all of the steps.
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Figure 6: Actual leg spread distances (dots) throughout single observation. Line represents
ideal pattern that one would expect to see, if the data was without any noise. Waves created by
the line, would represent how legs are getting spread and coming back together while subject
walks.
To address the issue with noisiness of left and right leg data, centre of gravity will be
used to support current step of data pre-processing. As a typical feature of human gait, when
subject is at maximum length of step, his/her centre of gravity will be lower on the vertical axis
compared to when subject’s legs are close to each other. Thus as the first step, vertical
movement of centre of gravity is observed and areas where subject may be at step are identified.
This is done by treating data points as discretely sampled function that is smoothed using k
number smoothing points. As the motoric test required subjects to walk less than 10 metres
distance, it can be considered unlikely that subjects will use more than 30 steps to get through
this distance, which presumes no shorter than 30 cm steps. As k involves both local maxima and
minima, k=30/2 has been used. After the dataset has been smoothed, second derivative has been
used to find points of curve that represent frames where centre of gravity is at a local minima, as
can be seen in Figure 7.
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Figure 7: Treating vertical movement of centre of gravity as discretely smoothed function (top
left and top right) with 30 curve smoothing points (k=30); and applying first (bottom left) and
second derivative (bottom right) to this smoothed function. Second derivative allows for
discovery of points where subject is likely to be at step.
At this point it is possible to again refocus on the distance of legs as previous algorithm
identified approximate areas where subject should be at maximum length of step. Followingly,
k-means clustering will be used with predefined cluster centres. These cluster centres will be at
frames that have been identified by previous function smoothing. Following simple k-nn
clustering on leg spread is displayed in Figure 8.
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Figure 8: K-nn clustering deployed on leg spread with pre-defined cluster centres, which were
obtained through centre of gravity (Figure 7). Upper half of clusters will be of interest as
subject is considered to be at step herein. Horizontal axis represents observation frames, while
vertical axis represents leg spread - horizontal distance between legs on given frame.
Finally, only top half of created clusters is considered for further analysis. Out of these
maximum value is picked within a cluster, while this frame is classified as a frame where
subject is at the maximum length of step.

3.6 Feature Generation
If one intends to generate meaningful outcomes out of quantified visual data that are of
time series character, it is necessary to firstly undergo a process of feature generation, which can
be ultimately understood as segmentation (Kubota, Chen & Little, 2016). As Kubota, Chen &
Little (2016) further argues that this signal processing is essential, as sensor data might not
necessarily be meaningful. The raw visual or sensor data should be segmented and summarised
into a small set of features. Hence this analysis is moving away from a set, where rows represent
frames of one observation and columns coordinates of points, while having many data sets
whereas each of these represent one observation. The data set in focus will be singular, with
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rows representing particular observation and columns specific features that have been extracted
and selected for analysis.
Features will be followingly moved under the consideration of machine learning and
statistical algorithms. This analysis does not necessarily restrict itself from a beginning to single
or a handful of modelling methods. Author rather perceives a possibility to use traditional
statistical methods, such as regression, or classification trees, as a baseline. This might be
expanded by machine learning methods, especially if issues with high dimensionality or
nonlinearity arise. This is a common approach when it comes to sensor data (Kubota, Chen &
Little, 2016).

3.6.1 Feature List 1: Speed
According to Bloem et al, (2016), speed of walking is one of gait characteristics that
displays if patient suffers from some motoric disorder. Hence Speed is selected as to construct
Feature List 1, while there are several features taken into consideration. Firstly, while the patient
walks, which creates about 60-80% of overall observation frames, average and maximum speed
of walking is observed. Secondly, for frames where subject has been identified to be at step,
which creates about 7-15 frames, average speed of walking at those frames is measured. Finally,
as patients make two U-turns within an observation, the average speed at which patient performs
a U-turn is measured. Detailed listing of Feature List 1 is in Table 2.
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Table 2: List of features generated within Feature List 2, focusing on speed of walking and
turning.
Frames Used

Measure

Feature

All Walking Frames

Maxima

All Walking Frames

Mean

AverageSpeedWalking

Steps Only Frames

Mean

AverageSpeedStep

Turning Only Frames

Mean

SpeedOfTurning

MaximumSpeedOfWalking

3.6.2 Feature List 2: Gait Angles
Bloem et al, (2016) highlighted that patients with PD will display different gait angles,
meaning body angles that occur while subject walks, compared to healthy controls. Previous
study of Kubota, Chen & Little, (2016) addressed this idea and by using body markers,
measures various gait angles with high accuracy. Hence Feature List 2 is focused on grasping
gait angles. There are three angles being considered, as can be seen in Figure 9.

Figure 9: Display of three body angles that are in focus for Feature List 3: (1) angle between
Head axis and Front Leg axis adjusted for direction of movement, (2) angle between Head axis
and Front Horizon that passes Centre of Gravity adjusted for direction of movement, and (3)
angle between Front Leg and Back Leg.
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Measurement of gait angles is divided into two categories - (1) covering all frames
where subject is walking (60-80% of overall observation frames) and (2) covering frames at
which subject is identified to be at step (7-15 frames per observation). For angles within the first
category - mean and variance is measured. For angles within second category - mean, maxima,
minima and variance is measured. All gait angles that construct Feature List 2 are summarised
in Table 3.
Table 3: Gait angles constructing Feature List 2, divided into 3 angles, 2 categories of frames
used with 2-4 different measures.
Angle

Frames Used

Measure

Angle 1: Head and Front
Leg

Steps Only Frames

Mean

All Walking Frames

Angle 2: Head and Front
Horizon

Steps Only Frames

All Walking Frames

Angle 3: Left Leg and
Right Leg

Steps Only Frames

Feature
AverageStep_HeadFF

Maxima

MaximumStep_HeadFF

Minima

MinimumStep_HeadFF

Variance

VarianceStep_HeadFF

Mean

AverageAll_HeadFF

Variance

VarianceAll_HeadFF

Mean

AverageStep_HeadFHorizon

Maxima

MaximumStep_HeadFHorizon

Minima

MinimumStep_HeadFHorizon

Variance

VarianceStep_HeadFHorizon

Mean

AverageAll_HeadFHorizon

Variance

VarianceAll_HeadFHorizon

Mean
Maxima
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AverageStep_LFRF
MaximumStep_LFRF

All Walking Frames

Minima

MinimumStep_LFRF

Variance

VarianceStep_LFRF

Mean

AverageAll_LFRF

Variance

VarianceAll_LFRF

3.6.3 Feature List 3: Vertical Variance
Feature List 3 covers a concept of vertical variance of the 4 body points that are in focus.
For the best of our knowledge none of the former studies used this kind of features and hence it
can be considered as novel features. For this Feature List, y-coordinate of particular body point
is considered at every frame where subject is walking (60-80% of overall observation frames).
Additional y-coordinate feature is generated as height of a person in a frame. Such height is
calculated as vertical distance between head and lowest point of frame. Variance of these is
measured to construct a feature as can be seen in detailed listing in Table 4.
Table 4: Vertical variance of 4 body points, which constructs Feature List 3.
Frames Used

Measure

Feature

All Walking Frames

Variance

VarianceyCOG

All Walking Frames

Variance

VarianceyHead

All Walking Frames

Variance

VarianceyLF

All Walking Frames

Variance

VarianceyRF

All Walking Frames

Variance

VarianceHeight

3.6.4 Feature List 4: Step Length
Bloem et al, (2016) argues that alongside of speed of walking, length of step can provide
researcher or clinician with a strong indication of whether the subject suffers from motoric
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disease. Thereafter Feature List 4 focuses on the length of step, working only with frames where
subject was identified to be at step (7-15 frames per observation), as summarised in Table 5.
Table 5: Measures of length of step, which construct Feature List 4.
Frames Used

Measure

Feature

Steps Only Frames

Mean

Steps Only Frames

Maxima

MaximumStepLength

Steps Only Frames

Minima

MimimumStepLength

Steps Only Frames

Variance

VarianceStepLength

AverageStepLength

3.7 Separating Subjects
3.7.1 Feature Selection
The total number of generated features is 31, divided into 4 Feature Lists. An attempt for
a feature selection will be to examine how features within each Feature List are capable of
separating healthy controls from PD patients. Small number of features (1-3 features), which
appear to be able to perform this task well, will be selected from each Feature List and
considered further within onward analysis. This is done in accordance with research aim, as this
research attempts to assess which features are suitable for separating healthy controls from PD
patients. Classification tree will be applied to each Feature List, while features that are capable
of separating controls from patients the most, will be selected. Features will hence be evaluated
upon two criteria, of (1) whether these appear in classification tree for a given Feature List, and
(2) how many observations are classified using particular feature within given classification tree.
Thus classification tree itself will not be in focus, but rather explainability of nodes and amounts
of classified observations. Once a feature is considered as the winning feature from a given
Feature List, distribution figure of this feature will be generated and graphically evaluated.

3.7.2 Modelling
As it is intended to evaluate whether generated features are capable of classifying
subjects into these two groups, number of features as well as their characteristics, which are
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input into classification algorithm will vary greatly. This has to be taken into consideration when
selecting classification model. When it is desired to classify observations into two groups
Bishop (2006) offers several capable methods: (1) logistic regression, (2) averaged perceptron,
(3) several forms of classification trees and (4) Support Vector Machines (SVMs). Logistic
regression is out of consideration for this model as it explicitly assumes some form of linear or
nonlinear relationship, which cannot be an assumption for this task. It is not known whether the
features parametrically add up to the final relationship. Averaged perceptron might address this
need, however is completely opaque in nature. Classification trees might again address this
need, but these might not use all input features for classification. Thereafter SVMs will be used
as these address all of the needs. These will allow for nonparametric use of features, being
partially opaque, using all of input features for classification.
In order to compare how various features perform when classifying subjects into these
two groups, 6 datasets that serve as an input into Support Vector Machine (SVM) have been
created. Namely (1) all generated features, (2-5) each Feature List and (6) features selected
using classification trees. Each time SVM has been trained, data has been scaled for improved
accuracy. Moreover, SVM was allowed to pick optimal Gamma (γ) and Cost (C) values for selfoptimization using grid-search and cross-validation.
Once all datasets have been used to train an SVM, this SVM will be employed on testing
data. Out of given dataset 70% of observations serve as training data and 30% as testing data,
selected randomly. Comparison of SVMs will be done using three measures. Firstly, Accuracy
of classification will be considered as a proportion of testing data that SVM has classified
correctly (range 0-1). Secondly, Sensitivity of classification, as a proportion of positives that
were correctly classified. Finally, Specificity of classification, as a proportion of negatives that
were correctly classified. Out of Sensitivity and Specificity, larger focus will be laid on
Specificity of the algorithm as classifying all PD patients correctly, heavily outweighs the costs
of misclassifying healthy person as a PD patient. If healthy control is incorrectly classified as
PD patient, this error will be easily discovered during further personal examination by clinician.
However if PD patient was incorrectly classified as healthy control, this might cause
postponment of PD diagnosis. Two attempts of SVM deployment will be executed. Firstly, all
131 observations will be stratified randomly into training and testing set with previously stated
ratio (70-30). Secondly, instead of stratifying observations , this will be done on subjects, while
1 PD patient and 1 healthy control will be selected as testing data. This poses higher demands on
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classification algorithm as a new set of observations from a new patient will be presented to
classification algorithm.

3.8 Predicting UPDRS Scores
3.8.1 Linear Modelling
Analysis follows with an attempt of predicting UPDRS scores that were assigned to each
observation by 3 independent clinicians and averaged into variable UPDRS. As described
previously, clinician assigned a patient an integer value within range 0 and 4, zero included.
Hence, one can perceive these as 4 possible categories. Considering though that ratings from
three clinicians are averaged, UPDRS can take up to 13 values (2.33, 2.66 etc). Thereafter, the
target variable UPDRS will be treated as a continuous variable. Bishop (2006) discusses various
modelling options if one intends to predict numeric response variable: (1) linear regression, (2)
neural network regression, (3) decision forest regression and (4) boosted decision tree
regression. All of these methods will be assessed and/or deployed on this research’s dataset.
If linear regression is to be used, one has to address whether a parametric modelling
method is appropriate. In case of predicting UPDRS scores, when modelling algorithm will
attempt to match clinicians’ assessment, linear regression becomes appropriate. Justification for
this is that, as discussed previously, when clinicians assigned scores to observations, they
followed strict guidelines of UPDRS scale which specifically describe which gait characteristics
to look at, which could be understood as parameters. In order to examine this further, UPDRS
scores assigned by clinicians have been plotted against 5 features used in previous part of this
work (classification of subjects). These plots can be found in Appendix B, while one can clearly
observe signs of linear relationship in figures B.1, B.3 and B.5.
It is not possible to presume that features that have been used for classifying PD patients
from healthy controls, will be useful also in case of predicting UPDRS scores with linear
regression. For this purpose, modelling will outset with a full set of 31 features again and
exhaustive search for optimal subsets will be deployed. Such exhaustive search builds linear
regression out of every possible combination of features and records adjusted R-squared (other
methods can be selected). All subsets alongside of their adjusted R-squared values are then
produced, hence researcher is given recommendations on which features might be appropriate
for use. What has to be inevitably noted is that this technique is prone to overfitting of the data,
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as the search does not regard any other factor except of adjusted R-squared, such as logical
explanation of variables or their cross-correlations. Due to this reason, leave-one-out approach
will be adopted, considering that search will be deployed on 6 PD patients. Each time, 5 patients
will be elected for deployment of exhaustive search and resulting feature combination will be
recorded. Leaving-one-out predetermines to run the search 6 times, repeatedly recording the
result. At the end, features that occurred in at least 50% of resulting combinations will be used
in final linear regression construction. The model will be followingly narrowed down using the
approach of Occam's razor.
Once the final combination of features that will be used for linear regression is decided,
performance of algorithm will be assessed using leave-one-out approach. Out of 6 patients,
observations of 5 patients will be used as a training data and observations of 6th patient as a
testing data. Linear regression will hence be deployed 6 times, every time with different training
and testing set. UPDRS Scores will be predicted each time only for the testing set and at the end
considered as a summarised prediction. This represents a more demanding task for linear
regression, as it is always presented a new patient, compared to if observations were randomly
stratified into training and testing set. Performance of selected feature combination and its
ability to predict UPDRS scores will be assessed by the calculation of errors, correlation
coefficient and prediction accuracy tables, which will be later on used for model comparison.

3.8.2 SVM Modelling
Even though linear regression suffcices a requirement for parametric modelling method,
it is necessary to deploy additional model for comparison purposes. As Support Vector
Machines (SVMs) are deployed within previous part of this research to stratify PD patients from
healthy controls, it will be used herein as well. Features that will be used for this model will be
the same as for linear regression, so that direct comparison is possible.
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4. Results
4.1 Feature Selection (Separating Subjects)
4.1.1 Feature List 1: Speed
Feature List 1 regards features of speed of movement of subject, while containing 4
features in total. As shown in Figure 10, classification tree omitted 2 of the features MinSpeedWalking which represents the lowest movement speed of subject and SpeedOfTurning
which represents the average length of time it takes subject to make a U-turn. Out of 2
remaining features used for tree construction, AverageSpeedWalking has been used to classify
131 observations (100%) and MaxSpeedWalking 89 observations (67.3%). However,
MaxSpeedOfWalking was only used as internal node, not providing any branch-end
classifications. Thereafter, AverageSpeedWalking, which represents average movement speed
of subject while walking, will be moved towards onward analysis. Distribution of this feature
can be found in Appendix A.1.

Figure 10: Classification tree for Feature List 1: Speed. AverageSpeedWalking has been used to
classify 131 observations (100%) and has been moved to further analysis.
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4.1.2 Feature List 2: Gait Angles
Feature List 2 covers 3 body angles that occur while subject walks. These angles are
observed under 2 different sets of frames, following 2-4 different measures. This adds up to total
of 18 features within this Feature List. As can be seen from Figure 12, only 2 features have been
selected for classification tree construction. VarianceAll_HeadFF has been used to classify 75
observations

(57%)

and

VarianceAll_HeadFHorizon

56

observations

(43%).

VarianceAll_HeadFHorizon regards an angle between head and front horizon passing through
centre of gravity, while VarianceAll_HeadFF angle between head axis and front foot. Both of
these features cover all frames where subject is walking and represent variance of covered
angles. Thus, both features selected by classification tree cover similar angle (head-horizon and
head-front foot). As correlation coefficient between these two variables is 0.68, only one of
these will be moved to onward analysis. VarianceAll_HeadFHorizon will be selected, due to the
fact that VarianceAll_HeadFF uses leg data, which are more prone to visual recognition
misclassifications errors as shown before. Distribution of this feature can be found in Appendix
A.2.

Figure 11: Classification tree for Feature List 2: Gait Angles. VarianceAll_HeadFHorizon have
been used to classify 56 observations (43%) and is less prone to misclassification errors
compared to VarianceAll_HeadFF, hence will be moved to onward analysis.
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4.1.3 Feature List 3: Vertical Variance
Feature List 3 regards vertical variance of 4 body points and variance of recognised
height of subject. As can be seen in Figure 15, classification tree omitted VarianceyRF, which is
a feature representing vertical variance of right leg and VarianceyHead which is a feature
representing vertical movement of head. Out of 3 features used within classification tree,
VarianceHeight has been used to classify 88 observations (67.2%),

VarianceyLF 27

observations (20.6%) and VarianceyHead 26 observations (19.84%). VarianceHeight will hence
be moved to onward analysis. Distribution of this feature can be found in Appendix A.3.

Figure 12: Classification tree for Feature List 3: Vertical Variance. VarianceHeight has been
used to classify 88 observations (67.2%) and will be moved to onward analysis.

4.1.4 Feature List 4: Step Length
Feature List 4 consists of 4 features covering different measure of subjects’ step length.
Out of the variables used in tree construction MaximumStepLength has been used to classify 54
observations (41.22%), VarianceStepLength 32 observations (24.42%), AverageStepLength 28
observations

(21.37%)

and

MinimumStepLength

8

observations

(6.1%).

Thus,

MaximumStepLength which represents maximum length of subjects step on frames where
patient is at step will be moved to onward analysis. Distribution of this feature can be found in
Appendix A.4.
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Figure 13: Classification tree for Feature List 4: Step Length. MaximumStepLength has been
used to classify 54 observations (41.22%) and will be moved to onward analysis.

4.2 Modelling (Separating Subjects)
As described previously, 6 different feature lists (FL1-6) have been created as a training
data for SVMs. Dataset that arose after previous feature selection (FL6) using classification
trees is listed in Table 6. Firstly, 131 observations were stratified into training and testing data
randomly (under 70-30 ratio), having single observation as a unit of analysis. In all cases, SVM
achieved optimal results when C=1 and k=10 (10-fold cross validation), hence these are not
explicitly listed in Table 7. Table 7 summarises the results of SVM-classification with different
datasets. As it can be seen, highest accuracy has been achieved using FL1:All Features (1),
followed by FL3:Gait Angles (0.8372) and FL6:Selected Features (0.814). Highest specificity
(ability to identify PD patients) has again been achieved using FL1:All Features and
FL4:Vertical Variance Features (1).
Secondly, 14 subjects were stratified into training and testing data randomly, each time
using 1 PD patient and 1 healthy control as testing data, while rest of the subjects account for
training data. In all cases, SVM achieved optimal results when C=1 and k=10 (10-fold cross
validation), hence these are not explicitly listed in Table 7. Accuracy, sensitivity and specificity
values in Table 8 represent averages from 24 unique runs of of SVM. Gamma value is the mean
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value out of 24 runs. Number of runs is determined by maximum number of combinations that
arose by picking 1 healthy control out of 4; and 1 PD patients out of 6. As it can be seen, highest
accuracy has been achieved using FL1:All Features (0.85), followed by FL6:Selected Features
(0.7647) and FL3:Gait Features (0.75).
Table 6: Features selected by deployment of classification trees. These features represent one of
6 datasets that serves as an input into classification SVM that attempts to separate healthy
controls and PD patients.
Feature List

Angle

Frames Used

Measure

Feature

-

All Walking Frames

Mean

AverageSpeedWalking

Angle 2: Head and
Front Horizon

All Walking Frames

Variance

VarianceAll_HeadFHo
rizon

3: Vertical Variance

-

All Walking Frames

Variance

VarianceHeight

4: Step Length

-

Steps Only Frames

Maximum

MaximumStepLength

1: Speed
2: Gait Angles

Table 7: Comparison of SVM performance when classifying subjects into healthy controls and
PD patients, using 6 different sets of features. For this comparison, observations were stratified
randomly using 70-30 ratio.
Number of features

Gamma

Accuracy

Sensitivity

Specificity

FL1:All Features

31

0.03225806

1

1

1

FL2:Speed Features

4

0.25

0.6512

0.6667

0.6429

FL3:Gait Angles

18

0.05555556

0.8372

0.7647

0.8846

FL4:Vertical Variance
Features

5

0.2

0.7442

0.3529

1.0000

FL5:Step Length
Features

4

0.25

0.7674

0.7500

0.7778

FL6:Selected Features

4

0.25

0.814

0.7857

0.8276
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Table 8: Comparison of SVM performance when classifying subjects into healthy controls and
PD patients, using 6 different sets of features. For this comparison, observations of 1 PD
patient and 1 healthy control served as a testing data, while the rest of observations as training
data.
Number of features

Gamma

Accuracy

Sensitivity

Specificity

FL1:All Features

31

0.0322

0.85

1.0000

0.7500

FL2:Speed Features

4

0.25

0.4

0.1250

0.5833

FL3:Gait Angles

18

0.0555

0.75

1.0000

0.5833

FL4:Vertical Variance
Features

5

0.2

0.6

0

1

FL5:Step Length
Features

4

0.25

0.7

0.8750

0.5833

FL6:Selected Features

5

0.25

0.7647

0.4286

1

4.3 Predicting UPDRS Scores
4.3.1 Linear Regression
Prediction of UPDRS scores, using linear regression, outsets with exhaustive search for
optimal combination of features to be used. Plots that visualise this search can be found in
Appendix C and a detailed summary in Table 9. Features that occur in at least 50% of search
results will be moved into linear regression: (1) AverageSpeedStep, (2) Speed_of_turning, (3)
AverageStep_LFRF,

(4)

AverageStep_HeadFHorizon,

MinimumStep_LFRF, (7) AverageAll_HeadFHorizon.
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(5)

MaximumStep_LFRF,

(6)

Table 9: Display of features that have been selected as optimal for linear regression by 6 runs of
exhaustive search (E.S). In bold are features that have been selected for further analysis as
these have been identified by exhaustive search in at least 50% of cases.
E.S. 1

E.S. 2

E.S. 3

E.S. 4

E.S. 5

E.S. 6

MaxSpeedWalking

Total
0

AverageSpeedStep

1

1

1

1

1

1

6

Speed_of_turning

1

1

1

1

1

1

6

AverageSpeedWalking

0

AverageStep_HeadFF

0

AverageStep_LFRF

1

1

1

1

1

1

6

AverageStep_HeadFHorizon

1

1

1

1

1

1

6

MaximumStep_HeadFF
MaximumStep_LFRF

0
1

1

1

1

1

1

MaximumStep_HeadFHorizon

0

MinimumStep_HeadFF
MinimumStep_LFRF

1
1

MinimumStep_HeadFHorizon

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

5
2

VarianceStep_HeadFF

0

VarianceStep_LFRF

1

VarianceStep_HeadFHorizon
AverageAll_HeadFF

6

1

1
1

1
1

AverageAll_LFRF

2

1

AverageAll_HeadFHorizon

1

VarianceAll_HeadFF

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

6
1

VarianceAll_LFRF

0

VarianceAll_HeadFHorizon

0

VarianceyCOG

0

VarianceyHead

1

1

VarianceyLF

0

VarianceyRF

0
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VarianceHeight

1

1

AverageStepLength

0

MaximumStepLength

0

MimimumStepLength

0

Once the initial linear regression model has been build, two features have been removed
due to showing insignificance of coefficient: (1) AverageSpeedStep with Pr(>|t|) = 0.90154 and
(2) AverageStep_HeadFHorizon with Pr(>|t|) = 0.11052. Second linear regression model
identifies all features as significant and its summary can be found in Table 10.
Table 10: Summary of linear regression, using UPDRS as a dependent variable. This linear
regression will be used for prediction of UPDRS scores.
Residuals:
Min

1Q

Median

3Q

Max

-0.73109

-0.25194

0.03914

0.20199

0.56829

Coefficients:

Estimate

Std. Error

t value

Pr(>|t|)

(Intercept)

7.879059

3.298331

2.389

0.01953

Speed_of_turning

0.007762

0.001588

4.889

5.97e-06

AverageStep_LFRF

-0.084452

0.012074

-6.994

1.13e-09

AverageStep_HeadFHorizon

0.034182

0.021155

1.616

0.11052

MaximumStep_LFRF

0.009885

0.003081

3.208

0.00199

MinimumStep_LFRF

0.030076

0.010432

2.883

0.00519

AverageAll_HeadFHorizon

-0.100328

0.038110

-2.633

0.01036

Residual standard error: 0.3158 on 72 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.7443,

Adjusted R-squared: 0.723

F-statistic: 34.92 on 6 and 72 DF, p-value: < 2.2e-16
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Linear regression with the features as described in Table 10 was followingly trained
using leave-one-out approach, while the trained model predicted values for test patient presented
to the model. Plots of residuals against fitted values that have been used for heteroskedasticity
evaluation can be found in Appendix D. Comparison of predicted values and real values can be
seen in Figure 14. Linear regression achieved an average error of 0.2560244 (in absolute terms
of UPDRS Rating) and correlation coefficient of predicted and real values of 0.8426356.

Figure 14: Comparison of real values (UPDRS) plotted as triangles, and values predicted by
linear regression plotted as filled dots by linear regression. Vertical lines which connect
triangles and dark dots represent error for given observation prediction. Vertical segments as
lines stratifies observations into segments by patients.
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4.3.2 SVM Regression
Similarly as in linear regression, features that occur in at least 50% of search results will
be moved into SVM regression: (1) Speed_of_turning, (2) AverageStep_LFRF, (3)
AverageStep_HeadFHorizon, (4) MaximumStep_LFRF, (5) MinimumStep_LFRF. SVM
regression with these features was followingly trained using leave-one-out approach, while the
trained model predicted values for test patient presented to the model. Comparison of predicted
values and real values can be seen in Figure 15. SVM regression achieved an average error of
0.3959349 (in absolute terms of UPDRS Rating) and correlation coefficient of predicted and
real values of 0.5794078.

Figure 15: Comparison of real values (UPDRS) plotted as triangles, and values predicted by
linear regression plotted as filled dots by SVM. Vertical lines which connect triangles and dark
dots represent error for given observation prediction. Vertical segments as lines stratifies
observations into segments by patients.
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5. Discussion
5.1 Method Developed
One of the novelties of this paper is the development of a method that does not require
the use of heavy installments or application of body markers, hence in the future scenario could
be used by a patient at the comfort of his/her own dwelling. The only practical requirement
would be a one-time setup of a white backdrop, floor markers and a wireless recording camera.
If a patient would require a check-up of his/her PD symptoms, he/she would perform a simple
motoric walking test in front of the recording camera following the markers on the floor. One of
the basic goals of this research is hence met, as the proposed method truly promises a comfort
and ease of use if in the future fully developed.
As already described, one of distinguishing points of this paper is excluding a body
markers when performing visual recognition. As the downside of this approach appears possibly
higher level of noisiness in quantified visual data, compared to if body markers were used. This
has been addressed within methodology chapter of this paper and represents an obstacle that
certainly can be dealt with. Firstly, a boundary-setting algorithm has been designed that detects
classification errors that occur for instance by person other than followed subject entering the
recording frame. In these instances recognised body points move through distances that are not
within human capabilities. Secondly, iterative application of Local Outlier Factor (LOF) has
been deployed. This algorithm proved its usefulness as it is capable to address classification
errors that occur on small scale - such as centre of gravity recognised almost at foot level or
head recognised dozens of centimetres forward from the body. Thirdly, identification of video
frames where person walks and stands/turns contributed significantly to the success of this
research. Quantified visual recognition data appear to be noisier when person does not perform
walk, but rather stands in place. Unfortunately, this research was unable to create ultimate
solution to the issue of walking and standing/turning identification as 15% of observations had
to be classified manually due to remaining noisiness within the data. Yet though, combination of
supervised learning method (neural network) in combination with rule based classification
system showed promising results.
Another important part of pre-processing of the data was step identification - in other
words, to identify frames where person is at maximum length of step, doing so with as many
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steps identified as possible. Out of the 4 recognised body points (head, centre of gravity, left leg
and right leg), data of both legs appeared to display most noisiness. This placed a challenge on
this part of pre-processing, which has been successfully addressed. Even if leg data is noisy due
to visual misclassifications, by using the centre of gravity, one is able to identify when this point
is vertically lower and hence approximate frames where step is made. This information was
followingly used in combination with leg spread distances and steps were successfully
identified. Another matter for discussion would be whether features generated through frames
where step was identified are useful compared to other features, as these step features are
comparably more strenuous to obtain. As the later parts of statistical modelling revealed, step
features such as average length of step, proved their usefulness.

5.2 Generating Gait Features
The process of generating gait features out of various body signals has been heavily
inspired by previous work of various authors (Chen et al, 2016;Mirelman et al, 2016;Bloem et
al, 2016). Gait features were divided into 4 Feature Lists, each containing 4-18 features adding
to a total of 31 features. Author intended to generate as wide range of features as possible, given
the constraints of dataset, as for instance it was not possible to generate knee angle as a feature.
Since the beginning, interest laid especially on features that otherwise would not be measurable,
without visual recognition and data analysis. These include especially gait angles (Feature List
2) and vertical variance of body points (Feature List 3). Usefulness of these features was
observed during the modelling part as it remained questionable whether the extensive work that
is required to obtain these, is justified by their ability to diagnose PD and/or determine severity
of PD symptoms. As it will be discussed in upcoming parts, use of these features certainly is
justified as these are able to outperform simpler-to-obtain features such as average walking
speed or length of step.

5.3 Separating PD Patients and Healthy Controls
First part of modelling was focused on the capability to determine whether a subject is
PD patient, or is a healthy control. Six different sets of features served as an input for support
vector machine (SVM) - (DT1) All Features, (DT2-5) Feature Lists 1-4 and (DT6) Selected
Features. Selected Features were generated by applying classification tree onto every Feature
List - (1) Speed, (2) Gait Angles, (3) Vertical Variance and (4) Step Length. Out of each of these
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sets, one feature was selected, based on whether it occurs in classification tree and how many
observations are classified using this feature. Classification trees proved usefulness for this task
as it was possible to directly observe which features are favoured over other.
Out of DT1:Speed Features, average speed of walking has been selected. This is an
expected result as speed of walking has been used and recommended by other authors (Chen et
al, 2016;Kubota, Chen & Little, 2016). However, certainly unforeseen result was obtained
within DT3:Gait Angles as herein, only 2 out of total 18 features were required to classify PD
patients and healthy controls, namely VarianceAll_HeadFHorizon and VarianceAll_HeadFF.
VarianceAll_HeadFHorizon represents a variance of angles for all walking frames that are
measured between head axis and front foot, adjusted for direction of walking.
VarianceAll_HeadFHorizon similarly regards angle between head axis and horizon that passes
through centre of gravity. Both of these angles translated, essentially represent how much does
vertical position of subject’s torso lean forward and backward, while subject walks. This feature
has not been described or used by any of the authors that served as theoretical framework for
this paper (Chen et al, 2016; Mirelman et al, 2016; Bloem et al, 2016; Chen et al, 2016; Kubota,
Chen & Little, 2016). What really stemmed out was the capability of these two features to
classify all subjects using only 3 classification tree nodes, while other Feature Lists required 5+
nodes. This clearly pre-defines a possibility of that gait angles, specifically their variances while
subject walks, might be useful when diagnosing PD. As for DT4:Vertical Variance Features,
feature that covers variance in height was selected by classification tree. This is as well a
novelty feature, not previously described by other authors (Chen et al, 2016; Mirelman et al,
2016; Bloem et al, 2016; Chen et al, 2016; Kubota, Chen & Little, 2016). Out of DT5:Step
Length Features, all 4 features were used in construction of classification tree and maximum
step length has been used as the best feature. However, due to large number of features used
within classification tree, alongside of large number of nodes this tree possesses, DT5:Step
Length Features might be regarded as being less useful when diagnosing PD compared to other
Feature Lists.
As the 6 Feature Lists were input into SVM, their performance was evaluated upon
accuracy as well as specificity, as specificity in this case implies correct identification of PD
patient. Three subjects for discussion that arose from results are DT1:All Features, DT3:Gait
Angles and DT6:Selected Features as these sets scored high on both accuracy and specificity.
Highest accuracy has been achieved by using DT1:All Features (0.85), which might be caused
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by high number of features used (31). This result is understood as a benchmark for other sets, as
it is unreasonable to use all generated features in realistic model, considering that the larger the
number of features used, the more prone to error (such as visual misslasification) algorithm
becomes. In comparison with that, DT3: Gait Angles achieved accuracy slightly lower (0.76)
and DT6:Selected Features (0.76) as well. However, DT1:All Features scored only 0.75 on
specificity compared to 1 scored by DT6:Selected Features. This might be understood as a
strong capability of DT6:Selected Features, selected through classification trees to identify PD
patients. On the other hand DT3:Gait Angles scored 1 on sensitivity, which represents
identification of healthy individuals, which implies capability in this manner. Finally,
DT2:Speed, DT4:Vertical Variance and DT5:Step Length by themselves have weaker
capabilities if deployed solely to stratify subjects into two groups. One can thereafter conclude
that the process of selecting variables and deployment of only limited number of them during as
an appropriate process. Picking variables from each Feature List proved its usefulness.

5.4 Predicting Severity Of PD Symptoms
Second part of modelling regarded predicting of UPDRS ratings, which were assigned
by clinicians on a scale 0 (no dyskinesia) to 4 (severe dyskinesia). Several regression models
were considered for this task, while after all linear regression has been selected due to various
reasons. Firstly, when features were plotted against UPDRS ratings, as can be seen in Appendix,
3 out of 5 of these features showed signs of linear relationship. Secondly, latter argument
appears reasonable from methodological perspective as well. In this part of modelling, one is
predicting not a natural process of whether a patient has PD or not, but is rather imitating
clinicians assigning mentioned scores. Thereafter, the model should imitate human mind when
assigning UPDRS ratings, while it can be presumed that a human is better capable of assigning
linear relationship, compared to a nonlinear one (exponential) or a rather complex one
(separating hyperplane in multidimensional space). As will be discussed later, this assumption
proved to be correct, as linear regression showed promising results.
When selecting the features to be used within linear regression, exhaustive search has
been deployed, so that every possible combination of 31 features has been attempted and
Adjusted R-squared has been recorded, as can be seen in Appendix C. Initially this was
understood only as a part of methodological process and no interpretable results were expected.
However, once this method was deployed it showed clearly unexpected pattern, so that the
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exhaustive search selection clearly imitates clinicians and their evaluations of observations.
Firstly, the exhaustive search selects completely different features compared to the classification
trees, while none of the features matches with previous part of modelling. It was initially
presumed that the features will match at least to certain degree, as features such as
VarianceAll_HeadFHorizon proved strong usefulness when diagnosing PD. This is interpreted
through change in what is being predicted, as it was previously predicted natural process of
whether the patient has a PD or not, while now the model imitates a human mind of clinician
evaluating severity of PD symptoms. Secondly, the exhaustive search selects only features that
are observable by bare eye such as speed of turning or average lean forward of patient while
walking. None of the selected features is complex, such as variance of certain gait angle.
As for the results of linear regression, coefficients are interpretable and sensible. Positive
coefficient (0.007) with speed of turning implies that, the longer it takes patient to make a Uturn the higher the UPDRS rating. Similarly, negative coefficient for average step length (0.084) indicates, that the shorter the steps patient make, the lover his/her UPDRS rating will be.
Finally, negative coefficient for average angle between head axis and front horizon while patient
walks indicates that, the more straighten up patient walks, the lower his/her UPDRS rating will
be. Linear regression predictions were undergoing the most challenging variant of crossvalidation, while prediction for each of 7 patients was made, having the rest 6 patients as a
training data, hence presenting completely new patient and set of observations as testing data
each time. Even under this circumstances, predictions from linear regression showed strong
correlations with actual UPDRS ratings (r = 0.84) and low average error (avg_e = 0.25).
Comapred to the results of linear regresion, SVM regression performed worse as with
correlation of predicted values (r = 0.57) and average error (avg_e = 0.39). This supports the
presumption that linear regression is more suitable, when imitating clinicians mind and
following predictions of UPDRS scores.

5.5 Supervised Learning Methods
An unexpected finding that arose after the exhaustive search for optimal linear
regression features, alongside of linear regression itself, becomes a matter for further discussion.
This part of modelling imitates clinicians who evaluate PD symptoms, as a result of supervised
learning - by the use of it, researcher intends to imitate clinicians evaluation.
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On one hand, this can be seen as a flaw to the basic assumptions of this research due to
the fact that proposed method is intended to overcome possible subjectivity posed by individual
clinicians. This might be omitted by the use of unsupervised learning, which is an area to be
explored by future research. Under this way of analysis, researcher would be facing two options.
Firstly, to use one of the internally reliable rating scales that have been already developed as a
guidance when selecting features for unsupervised learning, such as UPDRS or TRS scores.
This might not be the most appropriate method, due to the fact that these scales have been
developed to be for bare eye observations. This research showed that advanced measurements
such as precise gait angles might be more accurate when diagnosing PD. Secondly, the
researcher might decide to not use any of already defined scales and measures for diagnosing
PD and develop his/her own sets of features which will serve as an input to unsupervised
learning.
On the other hand, the fact that exhaustive search and linear regression of this research
imitates clinicians evaluation might be seen as a clear justification of this research. Since the
very beginning of this research, the aim was to create technology based measure (TBM) that
will automate the work of clinicians when diagnosing PD. This shall be done in a way that is
less prone to possible subjectivity error - while this aim has been fulfilled. Using the
methodology of this research, it is possible to imitate evaluation of many clinicians (as in this
case 3 clinicians) evaluating given observation.
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6. Conclusion & Future Work
This research applied a novelty method of diagnosing PD and its symptoms by using
visual recognition of walking motoric test. If developed fully and deployed in practice, this
method would ease and comfort PD patients with their regular check-ups of symptoms. Further
justification of this intention was that PD patients need such a check-up often times, as their
levodopa dosage is adjusted to the severity of their symptoms.
The research used part of the dataset created at Uppsala University (Sweden), having 7
PD patients experiencing bradykinesia and/or wearing-off; and 7 healthy controls with
altogether 131 observations. Single observation is created by a video recording that captured
subjects performing a walking motoric test, while the video recording has been quantified using
visual recognition. Visual recognition tracked coordinates of 4 body points, as these move
through each frame of video recording - centre of gravity, head and both legs.
Out of the quantified visual data, this research generated altogether 31 features
representing gait of a person, divided into 4 sets - walking speed, gait angles, vertical variance
of body points and step length. Capabilities of generated features were examined under twofold
perspective as to firstly, whether these can be used to separate healthy controls from PD patients
and secondly, whether these can be used to predict UPDRS gait scores as assigned by clinicians
rating same observations.
During the process of feature selection for statistical modelling, first set of findings
arose, being features that have not been been considered, while having a capability to indicate
PD. Gait angles in general showed promising results for this task. To point out, if one measures
angle between head axis and front horizon that passes through centre of gravity at every frame
while person walks; following variance of these angles is a feature that has strong capability to
distinguish PD patients and to indicate severity of PD condition. This feature in other words
represents how much a patient is leaning forward and/or backward while walking. Furthermore,
this research generated features which are specific for frames/moments when patient is at the
maximum length of step - having maximum leg spread, such as average length of step. These
features proved their usefulness when attempting to automate clinicians assigning UPDRS
rating.
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Machine learning has been deployed as when generated features were used to separate
subjects into healthy controls and PD patients. Firstly, classification trees were used to identify
features that have a strong capability to do so. Secondly, support vector machines (SVMs) were
trained and tested following leave-one-patient-and-one-control-out approach. Using 4 features
selected through classification trees, the SVM had an accuracy of 76% when presented with a
set of observations from new patient and healthy control. Moreover, the SVM had 100%
sensitivity, which in this model represented correct identification of PD patients.
Further data analysis has been used when attempting to predict UPDRS ratings that were
assigned by 3 clinicians on video recordings and followingly averaged into single score. Herein,
linear regression has been used as relationship between generated features and target variable
(UPDRS ratings) appeared to be linear. Feature selection was performed using exhaustive search
for optimal combination of features used for linear regression, while observing adjusted Rsquared. Unexpected finding has occurred within this step, as exhaustive search was selecting
only features that are observable by bare eye. This was interpreted as algorithm’s attempt to
imitate clinicians, which was in accordance with aim of this research to automate task of
clinicians when diagnosing PD. Linear regression has been after all trained using 1 feature of
speed and 5 features of gait angles, following leave-one-patient-out approach. Values predicted
by linear regression achieved correlation coefficient r = 0.84, indicating strong correlation.
Moreover, average error of prediction on UPDRS scale (0 to 4) was avg_e = 0.25, which can be
considered a low error.
This research included 14 subjects, 7 PD patients and 7 healthy controls, which might be
considered a sufficient sample size. As for the future work recommendation, involvement of
patients with other motoric disorders might be beneficial. As Kubota et al. (2016) described,
there are other motoric disorders which symptoms might in some cases overlay with symptoms
of PD. If other symptoms of other motoric disorders are not adressed, this might be causing
a bias to a solution developed by this paper. Thereafter involvement of not only healthy controls
and PD patients, but as well patients with other disorders might be the next step in the
development of proposed solution. This recommendation is done keeping in sight the futuristic
scenario where proposed solution would be used at home setting of PD patients.
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8. Appendix
8.1 Appendix A: Feature Distributions

Appendix A.1: Distribution of feature AverageSpeedWalking. Filled in dots represent
observations of healthy controls, while non-filled in dots represent observations of PD patients.
Horizontally, each segment separated by vertical line represents observations belonging to
same subject.
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Appendix A.2: Distribution of feature VarianceAll_HeadFHorizon. Filled in dots represent
observations of healthy controls, while non-filled in dots represent observations of PD patients.
Horizontally, each segment separated by vertical line represents observations belonging to
same subject.
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Appendix A.3: Distribution of feature VarianceHeight. Filled in dots represent observations of
healthy controls, while non-filled in dots represent observations of PD patients. Horizontally,
each segment separated by vertical line represents observations belonging to same subject.
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Appendix A.4: Distribution of feature MaximumStepLength. Filled in dots represent
observations of healthy controls, while non-filled in dots represent observations of PD patients.
Horizontally, each segment separated by vertical line represents observations belonging to
same subject.
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8.2 Appendix B: Selected Features vs. UPDRS Scores

Appendix B.1: Selected feature “AverageSpeedWalking” plotted against UPDRS Rating, which
is a target variable for modelling.

Appendix B.2:Selected feature “AverageAll_HeadFHorizon” plotted against UPDRS Rating,
which is a target variable for modelling.
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Appendix B.3: Selected feature “VarianceyCOG” plotted against UPDRS Rating, which is a
target variable for modelling.

Appendix B.4: Selected feature “VarianceHeight” plotted against UPDRS Rating, which is a
target variable for modelling.
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Appendix B.5: Selected feature “AverageStepLength” plotted against UPDRS Rating, which is a
target variable for modelling.
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8.3 Appendix C: Linear Regression Subsets

Appendix C.1: Plot of exhaustive search for optimal combination of linear regression variables,
using patient 1 as testing set, hence excluding this patient from training set.
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Appendix C.2: Plot of exhaustive search for optimal combination of linear regression variables,
using patient 2 as testing set, hence excluding this patient from training set.
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Appendix C.3: Plot of exhaustive search for optimal combination of linear regression variables,
using patient 3 as testing set, hence excluding this patient from training set.
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Appendix C.4: Plot of exhaustive search for optimal combination of linear regression variables,
using patient 4 as testing set, hence excluding this patient from training set.
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Appendix C.5: Plot of exhaustive search for optimal combination of linear regression variables,
using patient 5 as testing set, hence excluding this patient from training set.
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Appendix C.6: Plot of exhaustive search for optimal combination of linear regression variables,
using patient 6 as testing set, hence excluding this patient from training set.

8.4 Appendix D: Heteroskedasticity Evaluation
Appendix D.1-6: Six figures represent a plot of residuals against fitted values for each iteration
of linear regression. As it can be seen, none of the figures display neither heteroskedasticity
within the residuals, nor the need for some non-linear data transformation.
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